SUMMARY. Backward recurrence times in stationary renewal processes and current durations in dynamic populations observed at a cross-section may yield estimates of underlying interarrival times or survival distributions under suitable stationarity assumptions. Regression models have been proposed for these situations, but accelerated failure time models have the particularly attractive feature that they are preserved when going from the backward recurrence times to the underlying survival distribution of interest. This simple fact has recently been noticed in a sociological context and is here illustrated by a pilot study of current duration of time to pregnancy.
Introduction
If the interarrival time X in a stationary renewal process has density ( ) f x , survival function and finite mean ( ) ( )
( ) E X < ∞ , then it is well known that the backward recurrence time Y (the time since the latest renewal to a given observation point ) has density . For survival analysis of dynamic populations in calendar time similar relations exist, as reviewed by van Es et al. (2000) : Assume that lives start at uniform rate in calendar time, and that at a certain time , we record the elapsed lifetimes Y of all individuals still alive. If
is the density of the lifetime distribution, then ( ) ( ) / ( ) g y S y E X = is the density of the elapsed lifetime. Weinberg and Gladen (1986) and Keiding et al. (2002) considered this current duration approach to deriving the distribution of time to pregnancy, that is, the time it takes for a couple from initiating attempts to become pregnant until conception occurs. In this application the relevant estimate is time to the woman has discovered her pregnancy, has given up attempting or has initiated a fertility treatment, whatever comes first. See Scheike and Keiding (2006) for a survey of analysis of time to pregnancy. For this application one would usually have a relatively short timeframe, extending only few years backwards from , and the stationarity assumption may be at least approximately justified. The simple relationship between the underlying survival (or interarrival) distribution f and the observed distribution g of current duration (or backward recurrence time) invites consideration of convenient statistical models to easily infer properties about f from g. Yamaguchi (2003) recently noticed that accelerated failure time models are preserved when going from the observed backward recurrence time to the underlying survival distribution of interest. A consequence is that semiparametric inference on the acceleration coefficients may be obtained from direct regression analysis (e.g., ordinary least squares) of the log (current durations).
Estimation
Nonparametric estimation of f from g looks easy at first sight: since , so from an estimator of , constrained to be decreasing, we have
Unfortunately the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator of a decreasing density is inconsistent at 0, with probability 1 will become larger than in large samples. This was discussed at length by Woodroofe and Sun (1993) and Sun and Woodroofe (1996) , who also suggested consistent modifications of Keiding et al. (2002) these modifications are not readily available for widespread practical use.
For parametric models Weinberg and Gladen (1986) , working in discrete time, used a beta-mixture of geometric distributions. Keiding et al. (2002) 
We see that the AFT model for Y needs to satisfy that is decreasing and that 0 ( for all ; the restriction for the AFT model for X is that all baseline distributions must have finite expectation.
The practical consequence of this simple relationship is that effects of covariates on timeacceleration in the underlying survival distribution X can be directly estimated from an AFT model for Y.
Full parametric specification is possible, and it is directly seen that in the Pareto class of models discussed above, µ is an acceleration parameter, so that a specification In the present situation we have full observation of all backward recurrence times, hence the accelerated failure model is to be fitted to uncensored data, which is just linear regression of on logY − z , the specification of the baseline model family ( ) 0 S essentially only affecting the weights in this regression analysis. Therefore analysis may be performed using standard software, an obvious initial possibility being unweighted least squares. Note that this is equivalent to assuming log-normal baseline.
To estimate in a semiparametric model specification where
S varies freely across all distributions with decreasing density with 0 ( 0 ( ) g y 0 0) g < < ∞ , it seems obvious to implement the techniques discussed by Keiding et al. (2002) on the residuals from the fitted linear models.
However, this procedure will inherit the difficulties from the one-sample problem mentioned above.
We have noted an appealing invariance of the accelerated failure time structure when going from so that the survival function of X given becomes z ( )
and this is usually not of proportional hazards form, a notable exception being if is Weibull.
S

Example
Slama et al. (2005) conducted a feasibility study in France using computer assisted telephone
interviewing to obtain information from randomly chosen women on current duration of time to pregnancy. To illustrate the issues developed here we used the 69 women who gave information on "Current Duration of Unprotected Intercourse" (CDUI) as well as responded to a detailed questionnaire, and who had not started fertility treatment. We focus on the two covariates age (continuous) and smoking (binary), both at start of attempt. We fit an accelerated failure time Pareto model to the observed CDUI as well as perform an ordinary least squares analysis on log (CDUI).
As seen in Table 1 , the two approaches yield almost identical estimates, with a totally insignificant linear effect of age. When smoking at start of attempt is the only covariate, the accelerated failure Table 1 Observatory of fecundity in France
Estimates of effects of age and smoking on time to pregnancy. Maximum likelihood estimation in Pareto distribution and ordinary least squares on log (CDUI). Estimate (standard error). The fit of the Pareto model to the observed CDUI is illustrated in Fig. 1 while Fig. 2 shows the estimated survival functions for the underlying time to (discovered) pregnancy for smokers and non-smokers.
Discussion
Allison ( van Es et al. (2000) surveyed the theory behind current duration data analysis and studied in particular proportional hazards and accelerated failure time models with a view to obtain semiparametric efficient estimators, a program carried out by Klaassen et al. (2003) for the AFT models under unrealistically restrictive assumptions on the distribution of the covariates. We conclude by noting that because of the equivalence between backward and forward recurrence time distributions, accelerated failure time models would be similarly useful in situations where forward recurrence times are modelled under stationarity. An important class of such problems are follow-up data from prevalent cohort studies with unknown initiation date (Brookmeyer and Gail, 1987; Keiding, 1992) . We are pursuing these issues separately.
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